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Matthew 11

2010-07-09

continue your study of matthew with the second
volume of dr gibb s concordia commentary on
matthew therefore go and make disciples of all
nations matthew 28 19 is the evangelistic call
within matthew and dr jeffrey gibbs maintains that
the text of matthew was intended to serve all
nations and the whole church rather than the some
singular congregation as is argued by many
contemporary scholars still gibbs interprets the
text in light of the original cultural and
religious context in which matthew wrote as well
as the audience for whom he wrote he employs a
narrative approach that carefully attends to the
literary structure of matthew s unfolding message
in his gospel themes that receive particular
emphasis include jesus mission to save his people
from their sins the reign of god in jesus the son
of god s vicarious role as the substitute for
israel and for us jesus fulfillment of the ot
jesus ministry of mighty word preaching calling
disciples teaching and mighty deed healing the
sick exorcizing and raising the dead how god s
grace in jesus now comes to us through word and
sacrament and eschatology that the end times have
begun already with jesus ministry and the
christian lives with joyful hope in the promises
yet to be fulfilled on the last day features a
conviction that the gospels can and should be
treated as independent inspired sources each to be
interpreted in their own terms and in their own
ways a narrative approach and analysis of the life
of christ in the gospel an extensive outline of
how when and where matthew wrote his gospel essays
violence against the reign of god the murder of
john the baptist the identity of christ in matthew
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s gospel israel s rejection in matthew s gospel
about the series the concordia commentary series a
theological exposition of sacred scripture is
written to enable pastors and teachers of the word
to proclaim the gospel with greater insight
clarity and faithfulness to the divine intent of
the biblical text the series will cover all the
canonical books of the old and new testament with
an original translation and meticulous grammatical
analysis of the hebrew aramaic or greek of each
text the foremost interpretive lens centers on the
unified proclamation of the person and work of
christ across every scriptural book the commentary
fully affirms the divine inspiration inerrancy and
authority of scripture each passage bears witness
to the confession that god has reconciled the
world to himself through the incarnation ministry
death resurrection and ascension of christ his son
authors expose the rich treasury of language
imagery and thematic content of the scripture
while supplementing their work with additional
research in archaeology history and extrabiblical
literature throughout god s word emanates from
authors careful attention and inculcates the
ongoing life of the church in word sacrament and
daily confession

Matthew 11:2-20:34

2010

concordia commentary a theological exposition of
sacred scripture is written to enable pastors and
teachers of the word to proclaim the gospel with
greater insight clarity and faithfulness to the
divine intent of the biblical text
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Wonderfully Made

2021-08-25

why do we have bodies when it comes to thinking
about our bodies confusion reigns in our secular
age there has been a loss of the body s goodness
purpose and end many people driven by shame and
idolatry abuse their body through self harm or
self improvement how can we renew our
understanding and see our bodies the way god does
in wonderfully made john kleinig forms a properly
biblical theology of our bodies through his keen
sensitivity to scripture s witness kleinig
explains why bodies matter while sin has corrupted
our bodies and how we think of them god s creation
is still good thus our bodies are good gifts the
son took on a body to redeem our bodies kleinig
addresses issues like shame chastity desire gender
dysphoria and more by integrating them into the
biblical vision of creation readers of wonderfully
made will not only be equipped to engage in
current issues they will gain a robust theology of
the body and better appreciation of god s very
good creation

Matthew

2012-02-06

this book is a verse by verse analysis of the new
testament gospel of matthew it provides a
comprehensive introduction to the gospel which
describes the world of jesus and his first
followers this commentary explores the historical
social and religious contexts of matthew and
examines the customs beliefs and ideas that inform
the text unfamiliar to many readers of the new
testament this background will help readers fully
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understand the text of matthew which focuses on
what jesus taught and why the religious
authorities in jerusalem rejected his message and
gave him up to the roman governor for execution
this book will be an important tool for the clergy
scholars and other interested readers of matthew

A Mediator in Matthew

2021-03-01

what is a consistent theological meaning of the
son of man in the gospel of matthew for a suitable
response it is essential to analyze all thirty son
of man logia in their relative literary contexts
and in relationship to the gospel as a whole also
to bring out the uniqueness in matthew s portrayal
of the son of man a comparison with the other
synoptic gospels aids the investigation this work
argues that the answer lies in the role of the son
of man in the first gospel in matthew jesus the
son of man functions as mediator of god s will to
his genuine disciples as the son of man journeys
through his earthly life climaxing in his death
and resurrection jesus mediates god s will through
his message and works and by exhibiting active
obedience to his father in the heavens jesus s
genuine disciples learn how to emulate the son of
man s character and ministry enabling them to
continue it in their future mission at his
parousia the son of man will mediate god s
promised vindication and reward for his genuine
disciples who have proven their fidelity to jesus
and god s will

Peter

2018-11-09
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a stunning provocative perspective on the disciple
peter as depicted by matthew in this highly
controversial work on peter robert gundry s
intellectual gifts and remarkable powers of
analysis are displayed to an even higher degree
than in his previous publications one need not
agree with gundry s conclusions to acknowledge
that the penetrating exegesis presented here and
the nature of the argumentation as a whole demand
serious reflection and engagement those who pay
close attention to this brief but unusually
weighty book will not be able to read matthew in
quite the same way that they did before moises
silva author of biblical words and their meaning
peter long thought to be prince of the apostles
and one of the heroes of the gospel of matthew is
shown here to be neither this extraordinarily
closely argued volume by robert gundry offers a
compelling case that matthew constructs the figure
of peter as a failed disciple and an apostate a
courageous book that will require scholars to
reassess how the peter of matthew came to be in
gundry s words airbrushed and turned into a model
of disciple and central figure in ecclesiastical
memory john s kloppenborg university of toronto if
bob gundry is known for anything it is for his
dogged pursuit of the meaning of scripture here he
once again provides fresh penetrating analysis in
the present case leading to an unsettling
conclusion provocative as he can often be gundry
is never boring but always instructive and well
worth a careful reading donald a hagner fuller
theological seminary

Evangelical Review of Theology,
Volume 44, Number 4, November
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2020

2020-10-29

ert publishes quality articles and book reviews
from around the world both original and reprinted
from an evangelical perspective reflecting global
evangelical scholarship for the purpose of
discerning the obedience of faith and of relevance
and importance to its international readership of
theologians educators church leaders missionaries
administrators and students the journal is
published as a ministry rather than as a
commercial project seeking to be of service to the
worldwide spread of the gospel and the building up
of the church and its leadership in co ordination
with the world evangelical alliance s broader
mission and activities

Evangelical Review of Theology,
Volume 44, Number 3, August 2020

2020-09-21

ert publishes quality articles and book reviews
from around the world both original and reprinted
from an evangelical perspective reflecting global
evangelical scholarship for the purpose of
discerning the obedience of faith and of relevance
and importance to its international readership of
theologians educators church leaders missionaries
administrators and students the journal is
published as a ministry rather than as a
commercial project seeking to be of service to the
worldwide spread of the gospel and the building up
of the church and its leadership in co ordination
with the world evangelical alliance s broader
mission and activities
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The Death of Jesus in Matthew

2017-06-16

this book explores innocent blood and its
traditions as keys to the death of jesus in
matthew against background of exile and return

Perspectives on Israel and the
Church

2015-03-01

the relationship between israel and the church is
one of the most debated issues in the history of
theology some hold the view that there is almost
seamless continuity between israel and the church
while others believe there is very little
continuity additional perspectives lie between
these two this debate has contributed to the
formation of denominations and produced a variety
of political views about the state of israel to
advance the conversation perspectives on israel
and the church brings together respected
theologians representing four positions
traditional covenantal view by robert l reymond
traditional dispensational view by robert l thomas
progressive dispensational view by robert l saucy
progressive covenantal view by chad brand and tom
pratt jr

Matthean Sets of Parables

2013

revised thesis doctoral universitèat tèubingen
2010
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Martin Luther's Hidden God

2022-04-05

the presence of evil in a world said by god to be
good is perhaps humanity s most vexing challenge
where is god in all this is a universal cry the
answers are as numerous and varied as those
offering them but little is accomplished it seems
to ease the pain of a god who doesn t behave
according to law logic or rationale into this
melee martin luther waded with his distinction
between god preached and god not preached and
hiding though not always appreciated luther s
thought speaks to the various dimensions of the
problem and proclaims a definitive answer martin
luther s hidden god traces the origins of luther s
thought on the matter explores how his teaching
compliments and conflicts with the teaching
offered by certain post reformation lutheran
theologians and philosophers of religion before
distilling his thought into a preliminary
apologetic for the problem of evil and divine
hiddenness that spans the breadth of the issue
from a uniquely lutheran perspective

The Thirteenth Discipline

2011-07-13

perhaps the most critical issue for healthy
growing churches is member care or life together
in keeping with the biblical emphasis on allalon
one another member care demands that believers be
passionately concerned for one another s spiritual
welfare and physical and social well being this
mutual care may be expressed in different ways but
they are always to be directed to the needs of the
members of the body of christ that is the approach
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taken by the author of this book which focuses on
what may be construed as a negative subject
discipline the hope is that a careful reading will
reveal that christian discipline seen holistically
may be a most rewarding ministry one that brings
many benefits to healthy growing churches as it
nurtures loving relationships among people who
care enough to speak the truth with love as jesus
did

NEW TESTAMENT CONTEXTUAL
COMMENTARY

2024-05-16

here john advises us that loving one another is
not an option or a suggestion it is a commandment
john doesn t want any believer to become like adam
and eve s firstborn cain that happened because
cain was under the influence of satan this is
therefore a warning not to mess with the world so
what if they hate us we are bound for everlasting
life in the presence of god that s why death has
no power over us and that s why if our thoughts do
not tell us that we are guilty we will not be
afraid to come to god we can pray to god and we
can ask him to help us he will give us what we ask
him for that is because we obey his commands and
we do the things that please him furthermore we
should all love each other because god makes us
able to love other people everyone who loves other
people confirms our claim to be a child of god if
anyone says clearly that jesus is the son of god
god lives in that person and that person lives
together with god we know the kind of love that
god has for us that s why if we love god we will
not be afraid of him so how do we know that we
love god s children we know it when we love god
and we do what he tells us to do
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Nehemiah

2020-06-24

pursuing the glory of god the book of nehemiah
highlights the priorities god s people should
pursue and the principles needed to fulfill their
mission bridging the gap between devotional and
technical commentaries nehemiah a pastoral and
exegetical commentary is an easy to understand
exposition of this often overlooked old testament
narrative with a mixture of historical data and
practical applications t j betts emphasizes the
relevance of nehemiah s message for believers
today

The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah

2022-05-10

the books of ezra and nehemiah represent a
significant turning point in biblical history they
tell the story not only of the rebuilding of the
temple in jerusalem but also of the resurrection
of god s people from the death of exile hannah
harrington thus begins her commentary with an
evocative description of these books as the story
of a new israel forged out of the old and the text
of a people clinging to their genealogical past
and attempting to preserve their heritage while
walking forward into uncharted territory
throughout this commentary harrington combines
analytical research on the language and culture
behind the books of ezra and nehemiah with
challenging thoughts for the christian church
today bringing to bear a unique perspective on
these books not as the end of old testament
history but as early documents of the second
temple period accordingly harrington incorporates
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a wealth of information from other jewish
literature of the time to freshly illuminate many
of the topics and issues at hand while focusing on
the interpretation and use of these books for
christian life today

Nursing as Ministry

2019-08-19

designed to be a student friendly textbook for
faith based schools this first edition text
focuses on nursing as ministry not just spiritual
care

Isaiah 34-66, Volume 25

2018-06-12

the word biblical commentary delivers the best in
biblical scholarship from the leading scholars of
our day who share a commitment to scripture as
divine revelation this series emphasizes a
thorough analysis of textual linguistic structural
and theological evidence the result is judicious
and balanced insight into the meanings of the text
in the framework of biblical theology these widely
acclaimed commentaries serve as exceptional
resources for the professional theologian and
instructor the seminary or university student the
working minister and everyone concerned with
building theological understanding from a solid
base of biblical scholarship overview of
commentary organization introduction covers issues
pertaining to the whole book including context
date authorship composition interpretive issues
purpose and theology each section of the
commentary includes pericope bibliography a
helpful resource containing the most important
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works that pertain to each particular pericope
translation the author s own translation of the
biblical text reflecting the end result of
exegesis and attending to hebrew and greek
idiomatic usage of words phrases and tenses yet in
reasonably good english notes the author s notes
to the translation that address any textual
variants grammatical forms syntactical
constructions basic meanings of words and problems
of translation form structure setting a discussion
of redaction genre sources and tradition as they
concern the origin of the pericope its canonical
form and its relation to the biblical and extra
biblical contexts in order to illuminate the
structure and character of the pericope rhetorical
or compositional features important to
understanding the passage are also introduced here
comment verse by verse interpretation of the text
and dialogue with other interpreters engaging with
current opinion and scholarly research explanation
brings together all the results of the discussion
in previous sections to expose the meaning and
intention of the text at several levels 1 within
the context of the book itself 2 its meaning in
the ot or nt 3 its place in the entire canon 4
theological relevance to broader ot or nt issues
general bibliography occurring at the end of each
volume this extensive bibliographycontains all
sources used anywhere in the commentary

1 Corinthians (Understanding the
Bible Commentary Series)

2011-08-01

the understanding the bible commentary series
helps readers navigate the strange and sometimes
intimidating literary terrain of the bible these
accessible volumes break down the barriers between
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the ancient and modern worlds so that the power
and meaning of the biblical texts become
transparent to contemporary readers the
contributors tackle the task of interpretation
using the full range of critical methodologies and
practices yet they do so as people of faith who
hold the text in the highest regard pastors
teachers and lay people alike will cherish the
truth found in this commentary series

Acts: An Exegetical Commentary :
Volume 3

2014-09-30

highly respected new testament scholar craig
keener is known for his meticulous and
comprehensive research this commentary on acts his
magnum opus may be the largest and most thoroughly
documented acts commentary available useful not
only for the study of acts but also early
christianity this work sets acts in its first
century context in this volume the third of four
keener continues his detailed exegesis of acts
utilizing an unparalleled range of ancient sources
and offering a wealth of fresh insights this
magisterial commentary will be an invaluable
resource for new testament professors and students
pastors acts scholars and libraries

Deuteronomy 21:10-34:12, Volume
6B

2018-04-24

the word biblical commentary delivers the best in
biblical scholarship from the leading scholars of
our day who share a commitment to scripture as
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divine revelation this series emphasizes a
thorough analysis of textual linguistic structural
and theological evidence the result is judicious
and balanced insight into the meanings of the text
in the framework of biblical theology these widely
acclaimed commentaries serve as exceptional
resources for the professional theologian and
instructor the seminary or university student the
working minister and everyone concerned with
building theological understanding from a solid
base of biblical scholarship overview of
commentary organization introduction covers issues
pertaining to the whole book including context
date authorship composition interpretive issues
purpose and theology each section of the
commentary includes pericope bibliography a
helpful resource containing the most important
works that pertain to each particular pericope
translation the author s own translation of the
biblical text reflecting the end result of
exegesis and attending to hebrew and greek
idiomatic usage of words phrases and tenses yet in
reasonably good english notes the author s notes
to the translation that address any textual
variants grammatical forms syntactical
constructions basic meanings of words and problems
of translation form structure setting a discussion
of redaction genre sources and tradition as they
concern the origin of the pericope its canonical
form and its relation to the biblical and extra
biblical contexts in order to illuminate the
structure and character of the pericope rhetorical
or compositional features important to
understanding the passage are also introduced here
comment verse by verse interpretation of the text
and dialogue with other interpreters engaging with
current opinion and scholarly research explanation
brings together all the results of the discussion
in previous sections to expose the meaning and
intention of the text at several levels 1 within
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the context of the book itself 2 its meaning in
the ot or nt 3 its place in the entire canon 4
theological relevance to broader ot or nt issues
general bibliography occurring at the end of each
volume this extensive bibliographycontains all
sources used anywhere in the commentary

Paul, Judaism, and the Gentiles

1989-11-24

originally presented as the author s thesis ph d
university of oxford 1984 includes bibliographical
references pages 232 244 and index

The Law’s Universal Condemning
and Enslaving Power

2019-10-17

while much has been written about the apostle paul
s view on the relationship between gentile
christians and the mosaic law comparatively little
attention has been paid to paul s writings on the
laws of moses and how they apply to gentile
unbelievers in this book bryan blazosky examines
paul s teaching on the subject and how it relates
to the lessons of the old testament and literature
of the second temple period blazosky explicates
paul s views on gentiles and law as they are
articulated in the new testament texts galatians
romans corinthians ephesians colossians and
timothy and he compares the pauline perspective to
those expressed in other jewish writings such as
the old testament the third sibylline oracle liber
antiquitatum biblicarum and 4 ezra through a
comparison of these texts blazosky finds that paul
in line with the old testament and other jewish
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texts interprets the mosaic law as having the
power to universally condemn despite being gifted
to israel the law s ability to curse condemn and
enslave reaches beyond its covenantal boundaries
as the first book length study on the relationship
between gentile unbelievers and the mosaic law in
pauline literature the law s universal condemning
and enslaving power will be welcomed by all who
study the new perspective on paul gentile
accountability and the new testament

The The New Quest for Paul and
His Reading of the Old Testament

2023-06-27

the author is known as a strong opponent of the so
called new perspective on paul in this book he
seeks to move beyond that debate and open new
vistas in pauline research there is a need for
much revision the author first dives in to a
detailed exegetical study of 2 corinthians 3 a
chapter that has a reputation of being an
exegetical nightmare he examines the
interpretational problems associated with the
opposition between the letter that kills and the
spirit that gives life fresh insights emerge
ultimately the whole issue turns on the question
whether to understand the old testament ac cord
ing to the literal letteral or literal spiritual
sense as a consequence paul breaks up with ju da
ism and pulls down the works of the law since he
competes against the view of observing the torah
in flesh and ac cording to the literal letteral
meaning of the text he regards such a reli gious
pur suit as the worst form of human self
righteousness and self praise despite the serious
efforts to true piety on the other hand christians
have undergone a transformation in terms of re
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creation rege neration resusci tation resur rec
tion or revitalization the spirit gives them life
he reigns in them hence christians do fulfill the
whole mosaic law yet they fulfill it in spirit and
not in flesh in other words according to the
literal spiritual and not literal letteral sense
of scripture as a consequence they do not bolster
their self righteousness and self praise to
corroborate his the sis the author draws on
similar wordings in other pauline letters and
several passages in the old tes ta ment from
exodus jeremiah and ezekiel the author concludes
that the new perspec tive on paul has run its
course a new quest for paul is needed therefore
this book is needed

The Inheritors of the [basileia
Tou Theou]

2008

biblical foundations award finalist genesis is a
book of origins of the world of sin of god s
promise of redemption and of the people of israel
it traces god s pledge of a savior through abraham
s line down to his great grandson judah it serves
as a foundation for the new testament and its
teaching that jesus is the fulfillment of god s
promise to save humankind from sin and death in
this tyndale commentary andrew steinmann offers a
thorough exegetical commentary on genesis
including a reconstructed timeline of events from
abraham s life through to the death of joseph the
tyndale commentaries are designed to help the
reader of the bible understand what the text says
and what it means the introduction to each book
gives a concise but thorough treatment of its
authorship date original setting and purpose
following a structural analysis the commentary
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takes the book section by section drawing out its
main themes and also comments on individual verses
and problems of interpretation additional notes
provide fuller discussion of particular
difficulties in the new old testament volumes the
commentary on each section of the text is
structured under three headings context comment
and meaning the goal is to explain the true
meaning of the bible and make its message plain

Genesis

2019-08-20

this book is the first major study to investigate
jesus resurrection using a memory approach it
develops the logic for and the methodology of a
memory approach including that there were about
two decades between the events surrounding jesus
resurrection and the recording of those events in
first corinthians the memory of those events was
frequently rehearsed perhaps weekly the
transmission of the oral tradition occurred in
various ways including the overlooked fourth model
formal uncontrolled consideration is given to an
examination of the philosophy and psychology of
memory including past and new research on 1 the
constructive nature of memory 2 social memory 3
transience 4 memory distortion 5 false memories 6
the social contagion of memory and 7 flashbulb
memory in addition this is the first new testament
study to consider the insights for a memory
approach from the philosophical considerations of
1 forgetting and 2 the theories of remembering and
from the psychological studies on 1 memory
conformity 2 memory and age and 3 the effects of
health on memory it is argued that paul remembers
jesus as having been resurrected with a
transformed physical body furthermore the
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centrality of jesus resurrection in paul s
theology suggests it was a deeply embedded memory
of primary importance to the social identity of
the early christian communities new testament
scholars and students will want to take note of
how this work advances the discussion in
historical jesus studies the broader christian
audience will also find the apologetic
implications of interest

Resurrection Remembered

2024-03-26

are the ten commandments the standard for
christian living there are many viewpoints on the
place of the mosaic law today some affirm that
while we are not saved through keeping the law it
remains our standard for living a pattern to be
followed others say we are free from the law this
brief examination of the law affirms all of god s
revelation as christian scripture but acknowledges
covenantal differences in god s dealings with
believers the progress of salvation history and
our identification with christ has altered our
relationship to the mosaic law using the law
lawfully requires us to recognize the way in which
the new testament and chiefly the apostle paul
treats the law paul presents the believer as
having died to the law and serving now in the new
way of the spirit a way that does not depend on
the mosaic law the pattern for the new testament
believer remains jesus himself while keeping all
of god s law he went beyond its requirement to
demonstrate a love for sinners that the law did
not know
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If One Uses It Lawfully

2018-05-16

do not urge me to abandon you to turn back from
following after you for wherever you go i will go
and wherever you lodge i will lodge your people
are my people and your god is my god in this
pivotal verse ruth s self sacrificial declaration
of loyalty to her mother in law naomi forms the
relationship at the heart of the book of ruth
peter h w lau s new commentary explores the human
and divine love at the center of the narrative as
well as the book s relevance to christian theology
in the latest entry in the new international
commentary on the old testament lau upholds the
series standard of quality the book of ruth
includes detailed notes on the translation and
pays careful attention to the original hebrew and
the book s historical context all the while
remaining focused on ruth s relevance to christian
readers today an indispensable resource for
pastors scholars students and all readers of
scripture lau s commentary is the perfect
companion to one of the most beloved books of the
old testament

The Book of Ruth

2023-03-07

john paul heil presents an original analysis of
the theme of worship in the book of revelation
guided by a new illustration of its comprehensive
chiastic structure the worship that revelation
exhorts and enables is in the divine spirit of
prophetic witness against all forms of idolatrous
worship on earth in favor of a true heavenly and
universal worship of the lord god and the lord
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jesus christ the lamb for an eternal and heavenly
life the audience begins this worship in the
eucharistic supper into which revelation leads
them by inviting them to respond to the promise of
jesus yes i am coming soon with amen come lord
jesus they thereby affirm and welcome the coming
of the lord jesus the exalted sacrificial lamb to
the eucharistic supper that anticipates his final
coming and the divine grace the gift of eternal
life of the lord jesus that is intended to be the
destiny of all the grace of the lord jesus with
all

The Book of Revelation

2014-04-07

this book argues that the throne motif constitutes
the major interpretive key to the complex
structure and theology of the book of revelation
in the first part of the book gallusz examines the
throne motif in the old testament jewish
literature and graeco roman sources he moves on to
devote significant attention to the throne of god
texts of revelation and particularly to the
analysis of the throne room vision chs 4 5 which
is foundational for the development of the throne
motif gallusz reveals how revelation utilizes the
throne motif as the central principle for
conveying a theological message since it appears
as the focus of the author from the outset to the
climax of the drama the book concludes with an
investigation into the rhetorical impact of the
motif and its contribution to the theology of
revelation gallusz finally shows that the throne
what it actually represents is of critical
significance both to revelation s theism and to
god s dealing with the problem of evil in the
course of human history
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The Throne Motif in the Book of
Revelation

2013-12-05

worship in the old testament has been frequently
misunderstood its rites and ceremonies are often
perceived as legalistic works that were required
by an angry god to gain his favor or avert his
wrath but is that really what the bible teaches to
be sure the lord did institute the divine service
in the old testament with all of its laws rites
and ceremonies yet did god do this in order to be
appeased or pleased by the ancient israelites when
the priests enacted the offerings and sacrifices
at the sanctuary was it merely to do good works
that god required but without meaning or purpose
for his people was worship in the old testament
always what the people did for the lord or did god
do anything that was beneficial to the israelites
this book answers these questions and furthermore
dispels the recurring misinterpretation of worship
in the old testament the lord established the
divine service in the pentateuch not to receive
what he demanded from the people of ancient israel
but on the contrary to cleanse them from their
sinful impurities sanctify them to share in his
holiness and dwell among them with his blessing

The LORD’s Service

2019-06-26

the word biblical commentary delivers the best in
biblical scholarship from the leading scholars of
our day who share a commitment to scripture as
divine revelation this series emphasizes a
thorough analysis of textual linguistic structural
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and theological evidence the result is judicious
and balanced insight into the meanings of the text
in the framework of biblical theology these widely
acclaimed commentaries serve as exceptional
resources for the professional theologian and
instructor the seminary or university student the
working minister and everyone concerned with
building theological understanding from a solid
base of biblical scholarship overview of
commentary organization introduction covers issues
pertaining to the whole book including context
date authorship composition interpretive issues
purpose and theology each section of the
commentary includes pericope bibliography a
helpful resource containing the most important
works that pertain to each particular pericope
translation the author s own translation of the
biblical text reflecting the end result of
exegesis and attending to hebrew and greek
idiomatic usage of words phrases and tenses yet in
reasonably good english notes the author s notes
to the translation that address any textual
variants grammatical forms syntactical
constructions basic meanings of words and problems
of translation form structure setting a discussion
of redaction genre sources and tradition as they
concern the origin of the pericope its canonical
form and its relation to the biblical and extra
biblical contexts in order to illuminate the
structure and character of the pericope rhetorical
or compositional features important to
understanding the passage are also introduced here
comment verse by verse interpretation of the text
and dialogue with other interpreters engaging with
current opinion and scholarly research explanation
brings together all the results of the discussion
in previous sections to expose the meaning and
intention of the text at several levels 1 within
the context of the book itself 2 its meaning in
the ot or nt 3 its place in the entire canon 4
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theological relevance to broader ot or nt issues
general bibliography occurring at the end of each
volume this extensive bibliographycontains all
sources used anywhere in the commentary

1 Chronicles, Volume 14

2018-05-29

this book demonstrates that luke acts provides its
audience with a basic foundation for all of the
various dimensions of christian worship with the
arrival of jesus and especially his being raised
from the dead by god the preeminent locations
leadership and times for worship move beyond the
jerusalem temple jewish synagogues sabbath and the
jewish feasts of passover and pentecost to worship
in and by the christian community as son of god
and lord jesus becomes an object of true worship
along with god the father jesus serves as a
subject for laudatory worship jesus teaches about
prayer engages in it and serves as an object for
supplicatory worship jesus not only took part in
the ritual worship of being baptized by john but
as the risen and exalted lord baptizes believers
with the holy spirit in the sacrament of baptism
in addition the many meal scenes throughout luke
acts provide numerous insights foundational for
proper celebrations of the eucharist

Luke-Acts

2018-04-09

respected scholar dorothy lee considers evidence
from the new testament and early church to show
that women s ministry is confirmed by the biblical
witness her comprehensive examination explores the
roles women played in the gospels and the pauline
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corpus with a particular focus on passages that
have been used in the past to limit women s
ministry she argues that women in the new
testament were not only valued as disciples but
also given leadership roles which has implications
for the contemporary church

The Ministry of Women in the New
Testament

2021-02-16

the journal seeks to provide a forum to encourage
serious theological thinking and articulation by
pentecostals charismatics in asia to promote
interaction among asian pentecostals charismatics
and dialogue with other christian traditions to
stimulate creative contextualization of the
christian faith and to provide a means for
pentecostals charismatics to share their
theological reflections

Asian Journal of Pentecostal
Studies, Volume 19, Number 2

2017-09-13

jesus s final command to his disciples was to make
disciples of all nations but who are the nations
how do we know we are being obedient to the task
do our current lists of ethnolinguistic people
groups sufficiently answer the question for the
last fifty years missiologists and missionaries
have discussed this topic but much of the
conversation has been focused on definitions that
give little attention to biblical theology when we
explore how the bible describes the nations we
find some other categories that have been
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overlooked forgotten or set aside in the
development of missions strategy geography is one
of these categories however this is not simply
bringing current geo political entities back into
our missions strategy instead matthew hirt is
calling on missiologists missions researchers and
missionaries on the field to discover how people
groups identify their own geographies and in turn
how that geography contributes to a people group s
identity

Peoples and Places

2022-05-27

this volume is a collection of essays written by
former students and colleagues of the late john h
sailhamer it includes scholarly treatments of
compositional and canonical issues across the
tanakh these essays are presented in honor of the
memory and the legacy of dr sailhamer

Text and Canon

2017-07-14

this book investigates colossians as a captivity
letter from the primary implied author the
imprisoned paul to an implied audience of mainly
gentile converts currently in danger of influence
by local jews or jewish christians utilizing a
text centered literary rhetorical and audience
oriented method it demonstrates new chiastic
structures for the entire letter that
progressively encourage the audience to resist
deceit and conduct themselves according to all the
wisdom at their disposal as holy ones in christ
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A Study of the "throne of David"
Motif in the Hebrew Bible

1975

Colossians

2010
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